Ground Hope – Jan van Nouhuys

As soon as the museum reopens from the Covid-19 lockdown until September 2021,
silversmith Jan van Nouhuys will exhibit in Het Nederlands Zilvermuseum Schoonhoven with
Ground Hope. Jan takes the visitor on the way to a point of light on the horizon. At the same
time the new book Silver Art – Jan van Nouhuys, Founder of Dutch Contemporary Silver Art
will be presented, describing 40 years of the life and work of Jan van Nouhuys.
In this exhibition, the visitor experiences a journey to a sunnier world, accompanied by
inspiring, funny and special silver objects such as Goede Morgen Overkant, Briesje and Au
Claire de la Lune.
Silver in Motion and exhibition master class participants
Jan van Nouhuys worked as a silversmith for over forty years. At a time when silver had fallen
out of fashion as a tool, he consciously chose to make large art objects and eventually found
a market for it. Jan van Nouhuys also taught his vision on modern silver at the Vocational
School in Schoonhoven. Jan founded the foundation “Silver in Movement” in 1991 to give the
profession new impetus, to put silver on the map as an art form and to inspire others. Jan
coached silversmiths in his international masterclasses to develop and realize new concepts.
These masterclasses formed a development place for up-and-coming talents and
experienced silversmiths. Fourteen of them are exhibiting their work in the Silver Museum in
addition to Jan: Tamara van Kekerix, Guido Schram, Mark Alexander, Dyon Seelen, Niels de
Vos, Liv-Maritt Prins van Wijngaarden, Kaj Bras, Bas Jansen, Sybren Van Wesemael, Patrick
Davison, Megan Falconer, Loucinda Nims, Yonatan Avishaul and Leandra Förster.
Publication
The exhibition coincides with the presentation of the bilingual book Jan van Nouhuys – silver
art – founder of Dutch contemporary silver art. Journalist and art critic Marc Couwenbergh
describes the life and work of Jan van Nouhuys. The book is a wonderful introduction to a visit
to the museum and oﬀers depth to the visitor who is inspired by the exhibition. The book is
available at Publisher Pictures Publishers Woudrichem and also for sale at the Silver Museum.
The publication is in Dutch and English, Price € 29,95. Click here to order the book.
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